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About This Game

Gameplay: In Nazi2 your goal is to get kills for score. Find weapons, use them to get more score and raise your kill counter.
As you get more kills, the town level will go up.. As the town level get's higher, more enemies will spawn and be harder to kill.

You start with 200 health and will find medpacks around the town. You also have a timer to keep track of your in-game
playtime.

How long will you survive?

---------------------------------------

Nazi 2 Added Features:

- Death Timer: You can now lose the game from the "death timer" if it hits 0.00. Every time you get a kill, time will be added to
the death timer.

- 3 Added Guns: Along with the old guns, we have now added the Welrod, De Lisle Carbine, and the Sten

- Gun nerfs / Buffs: All gun pickups now give you less ammo. Some guns such as the ppsh have been nerfed and others like the
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kar98 have been buffed in dmg

- Buy guns / medpacks: Before you could pickup any gun free of charge. Now each gun pickup cost 100 score and medpacks
cost 200 score
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Title: Nazi 2
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
wraithgames
Publisher:
wraithgames
Release Date: 21 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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Fun. Would be better if people actually played.

4\/10. What can i say, its something so simple anyone can play it and is VERY VERY addictive.

Love it.

10\/10. hahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahh
ahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhaha
hhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahh
ahahhahahhahahhahah. I was enjoying the nostalgic feeling of the old RE:Outbreak games I got from playing this, and would
have been fully set to recommend, but then I came across a puzzle. I don't understand why some developers feel the need to put
some ludicrous puzzle they dreamt up into their game, vene less so why they make solving it necessary to progress. You aren't
clever, none of you are clever, and almost every single rediculous puzzle indie devs come up with are nonsensicle. Stop doing
this, just make codes for doors writen down on a note somewhere, don't give me some whacked out instructions that you
thought are a clever way to open the door. It doesn't even fit into the gameplay, if I'm expected to be quick about looking and
moving forward as the never ending zombies bearing down on me make it impossible to take my time, then how can you put in
a puzzle to make me stop and try to decipher it for 10 minutes. If it wasn't for that, I would have loved this game, but now I'll
probably just refund it and forget about it.. me & my friends play this game together and we love it to pieces. my only complaint
is i wish dwayne (the little rock with hotdog bun lips near the forest) was a more fleshed out character. i feel he has much to say
about his life and i would like to become closer friends with him. that is all.

also watch me & my friend play\/draw fanart of the game here: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yJEEkk-2P6w. idk it
sounded like a good concept i cant tell if its the controls the gameplay or the physics but it just doesn't feel good. not even for
50% off maybe more than that but try the demo first to see if its worth your time. Probably Sierra's greatest accomplishment.
The only adventure game that feels like you are actually investigating something. Very rarely devolves into click-hunts, or mad
asking everyone everything on the list. Please play this game if you haven't.. Adorable game -- wander through generated arenas
and punch people until they explode, looking for the ultimate boxing glove. It's easy to pick up, but the different gloves and dips
give it some variety, and the later levels are decently challenging. Feels like a goofy first-person brawling version of BoI.
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nice litle game. This a prime example of the fact that Steam should probably have an inbetween for rating their reviews. If I
could say that I'm kind of in the middle about it, I would.

So SOWW is a great attempt that shines in some areas and then falters in others.

1. The AI

Just so you know, I've played with the AI both vanilla and with the Kriegspiel mod for this so I've experienced the ai at its "best"
and "worst" as the community puts it. The AI is a mixed bag. Sometimes they make smart decisions, sometimes I have no
♥♥♥♥ing clue what they're thinking. Sometimes an attack is well organized and constant. Other times, it's a complete
cluster♥♥♥♥ with no order to it at all. I realize that this game tries to simulate real warfare, and believe me it does. Battle is
chaos, and a formation that starts orderly can quite quickly dissolve into a mess. But these attacks in question are unorganized
from the get go. Minimal to no enemy engagement, and the division you've commanded to attack the enemy in front of them
has positioned itself into a huge mob of troops. And dear God setting up the AI. You can set each unit to either do only what
you tell it to do, or make decisions on its own. Everything from a full corps to a single regiment can be set this way.
Unfortunately, there's no way to mass select this, so you have to select each unit you want to control individually. You can
choose to manually control a division, but the brigades under it will still make their own decisions which can go either way. I
find that the most common outcome is either victory or defeat, but the most consistent thing is that I always take more casualties
than the enemy does.

2. The Controls

The game tries to emulate how it feels to command an army of the size typical for the Napoleonic Wars, and it really does
accomplish it. You can change it in the options, but order are sent by couriers. For example, if I want to move a brigade, I can
select the brigade leader and tell him where to move, what position to assume, and what to do once he is there. If he's not within
earshot of the character I'm playing as, a courier will be dispatched, and only once that courier reaches him will he assume the
orders. I actually really like this aspect. It means that all of the player's decisions and actions have to be deliberate with thought
put into them. The problem is that these controls feel akward at best. Just like with the AI, certain controls can either work well
or not at all. For example, what has happened to me a lot is I'll tell a division to form its infantry into a line. Every regiment
switches to a line formation, and then the ai sends every infantry unit TO THE SAME POINT. So you've got 10 plus infantry
units all stacked on the exact same point. Not to mention that sometimes the AI straight up disobeyed me. This kind of goes
with the whole idea that it's supposed to feel like you're working with real people rather than robots, but honestly it just ends up
feeling annoying rather than enjoyable.

3. The Gameplay
The massive battles are pretty ♥♥♥♥ing awesome. One of the limitations of Total War I always had a gripe with was that
battles were usually only around 12,000 men or so. This is fine for certain eras, but in the 1700s and onward, a large battle was
tens of thousands of men on both sides. Scourge of War definetly captures that aspect. The graphics are obviously far from
advanced, but seeing thousands of sprites fighting with powdersmoke covering the whole field is amazing. It has a campaign that
is honestly pretty barebones, and while there seems to be some bugs, it's altogether adequate in my opinion. You of course can
fight the Battle of Waterloo (in all of its seperate stages I might add). There are also plenty of user made scenarios you can
download, as well as a decent sized modding community. The Kriegspiel mod comes with several scenarios that are all pretty
well put together.

Getting used to its bugs and poor design choices has been pretty annoying, but I have to admit that I keep coming back to it.
Like I said in the beginning, I want to say I'm on the fence about it. If you're looking for a realistic historical military game, I'd
say go for it if you're willing to spend some time getting used to it. This is NOT a casual game, and Total War is nothing like
this.. I thought it might be nice to add a little more about the units and race trade offs: some of this is related elsewhere, but
having it all in one place is helpful.

Nova:
All buildings must be landed before use, but can be moved and relanded.
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Three ground units: two attack air and ground, the mid-sized one only attacks ground. The smallest ground units are really fun
for harassment of enemy extractors, and are almost invisible.

Three air units, the smallest one only attacks air. The biggest unit for this race is a Flagship, which of course, flies.

There is a special drone which can disable weapons in the opponent's army and also attacks ground.

The big defense for the mothership is a drone release similar to SC2 carriers.

There is a special ability for the probes which releases three small "flashlight" drones, which move in sync with the probe. It has
enough range that parking the probes near your enemy and using the drones is effective.

YX:
This is a sort of "Transformer" race, with the most flexibility (everything is built out of the same building blocks "Cells", which
are mobile). A not entirely bad option with this race is to build one probe and a ton of cells and then tailor your army once you
know what you are facing.

Buildings are not mobile, once built, but can be split back into cells.

I think you have to build ground tech before air, but you have the option of scrapping the building, so it's not as big of a deal as
with Nova if you want to go all air.
There is a special ability for one of the midsized units which bumps up how hard adjacent units hit.

The mothership defense is a shockwave with decent area.

The light option for the probes is a scanning ability, which basically gives a really big circle of vision around the probe.

The big unit for this race is a ground unit, so a little easier to counter than the Nova and Human flagships.

The upgrades for YX have more levels than for the other races, not sure if that means they can ultimately hit harder.

Human:
All of the human buildings are mobile, so you can have fun with moving your base around, and the "static" defenders are easier
to get into position. The units are more limited for this race in terms of what they can attack (you have all the permutations of
"air" or "ground" units that can only attack air or ground, it is sometimes hard to remember), so you need to be careful with
what you attack with what. There is a special ability for the second largest air unit which creates a vortex which attracts enemy
fire.
The mothership defense is a missile attack, and the probe special ability is the best one in my opinion, which are a series of
torches that you can drop and leave. Torches can be destroyed by the enemy, however.

The flagship is a big air unit, which is probably the best unit in the game for killing the opponent's mothership because of the
missile attack.

Overall note: with all races, the mothership defense and the flagship special ability are one and the same. All of the races have a
unit which repairs others, something which always bothered me about starcraft (they have advanced technology and it Never
Breaks? Really?).

Mouse actions:
In general, left click selects units, middle click pans, right click places/initiates actions. To attack move, use left alt plus right
click. To select all units of a given type, use Shift plus left click.. Wait a bit because the first build 28/08 is like on let's play
video with all faulty thing removed so no more option button an be a generic commander with no name . And whern you get
sinked you get less number of waves and get no doubloon
 and all ship can for now only get a limited number of crew whitch can be placed and only 1 engineer to repair only not 4 or 5 so
we get sinked fast enough.
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So I recommand wait and see.

For now my impression this game is in early alpha
-no difficulty level
-no option button
-no name customisation

-gameplay : for the crew the 2 basic ship expect to be killed easy.
seems to be a mobile phone game not pc one
should have more deck to use more of the crew afterall (like interstellaria) the concept "modular system command for advanced
customisation."
need more gun emplacement it's a pc dammit use the average 6-8 Go Ram and 2 Ghz (steam stats)

-ship should have the way to escape battle when things turn bad

-superpower limited use in addition to the long charging rate time expect to be killed fast

-it should be like a shoot-them up for the guns if we have more guns and add evasion system to the ship (go left and go right)
and some shield module for the end-tier cause if we got 26 crew on the 1stbattleship i don't expect them to be in the reserve due
to the lack of slot and buggy specialisation.

Buy this game only if you want to support dev and pray they won't let a beta unfinished like some other early access company.

I think i gonna wait for 2017-2018 to see the result.(one game cycle is 3 year usually now from alpha to final). This should be
marked as Early Access; a lot looks to be buggy or not polished. Game has potential but still needs work. Multiplayer is partially
buggy. Omni Link is an great game with a good main story.
You need to choose some choices but they don't have big influences in the story right now.
The story is beautiful designed but it needs more quests and side stories. Right now you nearly jumping from one
mission to the next.
To the story: You are Keb somehow the destiny drives you to meet "Dawn" a kind of Cyborg\/AI that will change your
whole life you meet dangerous troubles, pepoal and new allies. What will the future hold up for you ? Will you change
the fate of the galaxy ?
The Spaceships are interesting designed some even have cool special features, but the controls isn't that smooth as it
should be. Sometimes im asking myself why does AI doing a better job in spacefights than the player.
The world looks a bit empty there should be more random events and more different spaceships.
If you playing on the now highest degree of difficulty, it's still a bit too easy but with some adjustments it could be
heavier.
Sound designing is good but sometimes it could happen that there is no music nor sound and only after a few minutes
it switches on again.

I recommend it for the kind of player that wants to have a great main story.
If you still unsure follow this product or buy it in a sale.

[7.8\/10] Points

Something i would like to have as DLC is the song in the Trailer with all soundtracks and the art book.(Share your
opinion in the comments if you like). Fun combat, this game filled the void left by trapped dead.. A great waste of 10
bucks. Unless you can get this at $2.49 or lower, stay away from this game.. 19 Achievements 100%
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